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Abstract

data like (1) inside a larger framework that also
includes other types of expressions.
We decompose examples like (1) along two dimensions: the presence or absence of a modal expression, and the way in which we multiply refer to the same individual. In the case of (1), we
have a modal and we use two different co-referring
expressions. Examples (2)-(4) complete the landscape of possible combinations:

In this paper we discuss a conservative extension of the simply-typed lambda calculus in order to model a class of expressions that generalize the notion of opaque
contexts. Our extension is based on previous work in the semantics of programming
languages aimed at providing a mathematical characterization of computations that
produce some kind of side effect (Moggi,
1989), and is based on the notion of monads, a construction in category theory that,
intuitively, maps a collection of “simple”
values and “simple” functions into a more
complex value space, in a canonical way.
The main advantages of our approach with
respect to traditional analyses of opacity
are the fact that we are able to explain in
a uniform way a set of different but related phenomena, and that we do so in a
principled way that has been shown to also
explain other linguistic phenomena (Shan,
2001).

1

Dr. Octopus punched Spider-Man but he
didn’t punch Spider-Man.

(3)

Mary Jane loves Peter Parker but she
doesn’t love Spider-Man.

(4)

Reza doesn’t believe Jesus is Jesus.

(2) is clearly a contradictory statement, as we
predicate of Dr. Octopus that he has the property
of having punched Spider-Man and its negation.
Notice that in this example there is no modal and
the exact same expression is used twice to refer
to the object individual. In the case of (3) we
still have no modal and we use two different but
co-referring expressions to refer to the same individual. However in this case the statement has
a non-contradictory reading. Similarly (4) has a
non-contradictory reading, which states that, according to the speaker, Reza doesn’t believe that
the entity he (Reza) calls Jesus is the entity that the
speaker calls Jesus (e.g., is not the same individual
or does not have the same properties). This case is
symmetrical to (3), as here we have a modal expression but the same expression is used twice to
refer to the same individual.
If the relevant reading of (4) is difficult to get,
consider an alternative kind of scenario, as in (5),
in which the subject of the sentence, Kim, suffers
from Capgras Syndrome1 and thinks that Sandy is
an impostor. The speaker says:

Introduction

Opaque contexts have been an active area of research in natural language semantics since Frege’s
original discussion of the puzzle (Frege, 1892). A
sentence like (1) has a non-contradictory interpretation despite the fact that the two referring expressions Hesperus and Phosphorus refer to the same
entity, the planet we know as Venus.
(1)

(2)

Reza doesn’t believe Hesperus is Phosphorus.

The fact that a sentence like (1) includes the
modal believe has influenced much of the analyses proposed in the literature, and has linked the
phenomenon with the notion of modality. In this
paper we challenge this view and try to position

1
From Wikipedia: “[Capgras syndrome] is a disorder in
which a person holds a delusion that a friend, spouse, par-
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(5)

Kim doesn’t believe Sandy is Sandy

simple into a more complex object and function
space. They have been successfully used in the
semantics of programming languages to characterise computations that are not “pure”. By pure
we mean code objects that are totally referentially
transparent (i.e. do not depend on external factors
and return the same results given the same input
independently of their execution context), and also
that do not have effects on the “real world”. In
contrast, monads are used to model computations
that for example read from or write to a file, that
depend on some random process or whose return
value is non-deterministic.
In our case we will use the monad that describe
values that are made dependent on some external factor, commonly known in the functional programming literature as the Reader monad.3 We
will represent linguistic expressions that can be assigned potentially different interpretations as functions from interpretation indices to values. Effectively we will construct a different type of lexicon
that does not represent only the linguistic knowledge of a single speaker but also her (possibly partial) knowledge of the language of other speakers. So, for example, we will claim that (4) can
be assigned a non-contradictory reading because
the speaker’s lexicon also includes the information
regarding Reza’s interpretation of the name Jesus
and therefore makes it possible for the speaker to
use the same expression, in combination with a
verb such as believe, to actually refer to two different entities. In one case we will argue that the
name Jesus is interpreted using the speaker’s interpretation while in the other case it is Reza’s interpretation that is used.
Notice that we can apply our analysis to any
natural language expression that may have different interpretations. This means that, for example, we can extend our analysis, which is limited
to referring expressions here for space reasons, to
other cases, such as the standard examples involving ideally synonymous predicates like groundhog
and woodchuck (see, e.g., Fox and Lappin (2005)).
The paper is organised as follows: in section
2 we discuss the technical details of our analysis;
in section 3 we discuss our analyses of the motivating examples; section 4 compares our approach
with a standard approach to opacity; we conclude
in section 5.

Given the definition of Capgras Syndrome (in
fn. 1), there is a clear non-contradictory reading
available here, in which the speaker is stating that
Kim does not believe that the entity in question,
that the speaker and (other non-Capgras-sufferers)
would call Sandy, is the entity that she associate
with the name Sandy.
We propose an analysis of the non-contradictory
cases based on the intuition that the apparently coreferential expressions are in fact interpreted using different interpretation functions, which correspond to different perspectives that are pitted
against each other in the sentences. Furthermore,
we propose that modal expressions are not the only
ones capable of introducing a shift of perspective,
but also that verbs that involve some kind of mental attitude of the subject towards the object have
the same effect.
Notice that this last observation distinguishes
our approach from one where a sentence like (3) is
interpreted as simply saying that Mary Jane loves
only one guise of the entity that corresponds to Peter Parker but not another one. The problem with
this interpretation is that if it is indeed the case
that different co-referring expressions simply pick
out different guises of the same individual, then a
sentence like (6) should have a non-contradictory
reading, while this seems not to be the case.
(6)

Dr. Octopus killed Spider-Man but he
didn’t kill Peter Parker.

While a guise-based interpretation is compatible
with our analysis2 , it is also necessary to correctly
model the different behaviour of verbs like love
with respect to others like punch or kill. In fact,
we need to model the difference between, for example, kill and murder, since murder does involve
a mental attitude of intention and the corresponding sentence to (6) is not necessarily contradictory:
(7)

Dr. Octopus murdered Spider-Man but he
didn’t murder Peter Parker.

The implementation of our analysis is based on
monads. Monads are a construction in category
theory that defines a canonical way to map a set
of objects and functions that we may consider as
ent, or other close family member has been replaced by an
identical-looking impostor.”
2
Indeed, one way to understand guises is as different ways
in which we interpret a referring term (Heim, 1998).

3
Shan (2001) was the first to sketch the idea of using the
Reader monad to model intensional phenomena.
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2

Monads and interpretation functions

associated with the expressions under consideration.

To avoid introducing the complexities of the categorical formalism, we introduce monads as they
are usually encountered in the computer science
literature. A monad is defined as a triple h♦, η, ?i.
♦ is what we call a functor, in our case a mapping
between types and functions. We call the component of ♦ that maps between types ♦1 , while
the one that maps between functions ♦2 . In our
case ♦1 will map each type to a new type that
corresponds to the original type with an added
interpretation index parameter. Formally, if i is
the type of interpretation indices, then ♦1 maps
any type τ to i → τ . In terms of functions,
♦2 maps any function f : τ → δ to a function
f 0 : (i → τ ) → i → δ. ♦2 corresponds to function composition:
♦2 (f ) = λg.λi.f (g(i))

We thus add two operators, η and ?, to the
lambda calculus and the reductions work as expected for (9) and (10). These reductions are implicit in our analyses in section 3.

2.1

For composing the meanings of linguistic resources we use a logical calculus adapted for the
linear case5 from the one introduced by Benton et
al. (1998). The calculus is based on a language
with two connectives corresponding to our type
constructors: (, a binary connective, that corresponds to (linear) functional types, and ♦, a unary
connective, that represents monadic types.

(8)

The logical calculus is described by the proof
rules in figure 1. The rules come annotated with
lambda terms that characterise the Curry-Howard
correspondence between proofs and meaning
terms. Here we assume a Lexical Functional
Grammar-like setup (Dalrymple, 2001), where
a syntactic and functional grammar component
feeds the semantic component with lexical resources already marked with respect to their
predicate-argument relationships. Alternatively
we could modify the calculus to a categorial setting, by introducing a structural connective, and
using directional versions of the implication connective together with purely structural rules to
control the compositional process.

In what follows the component ♦2 will not be used
so we will use ♦ as an abbreviation for ♦1 . This
means that we will write ♦τ for the type i → τ .
η (pronounced “unit”) is a polymorphic function that maps inhabitants of a type τ to inhabitants
of its image under ♦, formally η : ∀τ.τ → ♦τ .
Using the computational metaphor, η should embed a value in a computation that returns that value
without any side-effect. In our case η should simply add a vacuous parameter to the value:
η(x) = λi.x

(9)

? (pronounced “bind”) is a polymorphic function of type ∀τ.∀δ.♦τ → (τ → ♦δ) → ♦δ, and
acts as a sort of enhanced functional application.4
Again using the computational metaphor, ? takes
care of combining the side effects of the argument
and the function and returns the resulting computation. In the case of the monad we are interested
in, ? is defined as in (10).
a ? f = λi.f (a(i))(i)

Compositional logic

We can prove that the Cut rule is admissible,
therefore the calculus becomes an effective (although inefficient) way of computing the meaning
of a linguistic expression.
A key advantage we gain from the monadic approach is that we are not forced to generalize all
lexical entries to the “worst case”. With the logical setup we have just described we can in fact
freely mix monadic and non monadic resources.
For example, in our logic we can combine a pure
version of a binary function with arguments that
are either pure or monadic, as the following are all

(10)

Another fundamental property of ? is that, by
imposing an order of evaluation, it will provide
us with an additional scoping mechanism distinct
from standard functional application. This will allow us to correctly capture the multiple readings
4
We use for ? the argument order as it is normally used in
functional programming. We could swap the arguments and
make it look more like standard functional application. Also,
we write ? in infix notation.

5

Linearity is a property that has been argued for in the
context of natural language semantics by various researchers
(Moortgat (2011), Asudeh (2012), among others).
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x:A`x:A

Γ`B
B, ∆ ` C
Cut
Γ, ∆ ` C

id

Γ, x : A ` t : B
(R
Γ ` λx.t : A ( B

∆`t:A
Γ, x : B ` u : C
(L
Γ, ∆, y : A ( B ` u[y(t)/x] : C

Γ`x:A
♦R
Γ ` η(x) : ♦A

Γ, x : A ` t : ♦B
♦L
Γ, y : ♦A ` y ? λx.t : ♦B

Figure 1: Sequent calculus for a fragment of multiplicative linear logic enriched with a monadic modality,
together with a Curry-Howard correspondence between formulae and meaning terms.
provable theorems in this logic.
A ( B ( C, A, B ` ♦C

(11)

A ( B ( C, ♦A, B ` ♦C

(12)

A ( B ( C, A, ♦B ` ♦C

(13)

A ( B ( C, ♦A, ♦B ` ♦C

(14)

the entire set of resources available. This shows
that the compositionality of our monadic approach
cannot be equivalently recapitulated in a simple
type theory.

3

The starting point for the analysis of examples (1)(4) is the lexicon in table 1. The lexicon represents
the linguistic knowledge of the speaker, and at
the same time her knowledge about other agents’
grammars.
Most lexical entries are standard, since we do
not need to change the type and denotation of lexical items that are not involved in the phenomena
under discussion. So, for instance, logical operators such as not and but are interpreted in the standard non-monadic way, as is a verb like punch or
kill. Referring expressions that are possibly contentious, in the sense that they can be interpreted
differently by the speaker and other agents, instead
have the monadic type ♦e. This is reflected in
their denotation by the fact that their value varies
according to an interpretation index. We use a
special index σ to refer to the speaker’s own perspective, and assume that this is the default index
used whenever no other index is specifically introduced. For example, in the case of the name
Spider-Man, the speaker is aware of his secret
identity and therefore interprets it as another name
for the individual Peter Parker, while Mary Jane
and Dr. Octopus consider Spider-Man a different
entity from Peter Parker.
We assume that sentences are interpreted in a
model in which all entities are mental entities, i.e.
that there is no direct reference to entities in the
world, but only to mental representations. Entities are therefore relativized with respect to the
agent that mentally represents them, where noncontentious entities are always relativized according to the speaker. This allows us to represent the

In contrast, the following is not a theorem in the
logic:
A ( B ( C, I ( A, I ( B 6` I ( C (15)
In general, then, if we were to simply lift the type
of the lexical resources whose interpretation may
be dependent on a specific point of view, we would
be forced to lift all linguistic expressions that may
combine with them, thus generalizing to the worst
case after all.
The monadic machinery also achieves a higher
level of compositionality. In principle we could
directly encode our monad using the → type constructor, with linear implication, (, on the logical
side. However this alternative encoding wouldn’t
have the same deductive properties. Compare the
pattern of inferences we have for the monadic
type, in (11)–(14), with the equivalent one for the
simple type:
A ( B ( C, A, B ` C

(16)

A ( B ( C, I ( A, B ` I ( C

(17)

A ( B ( C, A, I ( B ` I ( C

(18)

A ( B ( C, I ( A, I ( B `

(19)

Examples

I(I(C
In the case of the simple type, the final formula we
derive depends in some non-trivial way on the entire collection of resources on the left-hand side of
the sequent. In contrast in the case of the monadic
type, the same type can be derived for all configurations. What is important is that we can predict the final formula without having to consider
22

W ORD
Reza
Kim
Dr. Octopus
Mary Jane
Peter Parker
not
but
is
punch
believe
love

D ENOTATION
rσ
kσ
oσ
mjσ
ppσ
λp.¬p
λp.λq.p ∧ q
λx.λy.x = y
λo.λs.punch(s)(o)
λc.λs.λi.B(s)(c(κ(s)))
λo.λs.λi.love(s)(o(κ(s)))
(
esr if i = r,
λi.
(vσ if i = σ

T YPE
e
e
e
e
e
t→t
t→t→t
e→e→t
e→e→t
♦t → e → ♦t
♦e → e → ♦t

Phosphorus

λi.

if i = r,
if i = σ

♦e

Spider-Man

λi.

if i = o or i = mj,
if i = σ

♦e

Jesus

λi.

Sandy

λi.

Hesperus

msr
(vσ
smi
(ppσ
jr
(jσ

if i = r,
if i = σ

impk
sσ

♦e

♦e

if i = k,
if i = σ

♦e

Table 1: Speaker’s lexicon
while love changes the interpretation of its object
relative to the perspective of its subject. However
we will see that the interaction of these lexical entries and the evaluation order imposed by ? will allow us to let the complement of a verb like believe
and the object of a verb like love escape the specific effect of forcing the subject point of view, and
instead we will be able to derive readings in which
the arguments of the verb are interpreted using the
speaker’s point of view.
Figure 2 reports the four non-equivalent readings that we derive in our system for example (1),
repeated here as (20).6

fact that different agents may have distinct equivalencies between entities. For example, Reza in
our model does not equate the evening star and
the morning star, but the speaker equates them
with each other and with Venus. Therefore, the
speaker’s lexicon in table 1 represents the fact
that the speaker’s epistemic model includes what
the speaker knows about other agents’ models,
e.g. that Reza has a distinct denotation (from the
speaker) for Hesperus, that Mary Jane has a distinct representation for Spider-Man, that Kim has
a distinct representation for Sandy, etc.
The other special lexical entries in our lexicon
are those for verbs like believe and love. The two
entries are similar in the sense that they both take
an already monadic resource and actively supply
a specific interpretation index that corresponds to
the subject of the verbs. The function κ maps each
entity to the corresponding interpretation index,
i.e. κ : e → i. For example, in the lexical entries for believe and love, κ maps the subject to the
interpretation index of the subject. Thus, the entry
for believe uses the subject’s point of view as the
perspective used to evaluate its entire complement,

(20)

Reza doesn’t believe that Hesperus is
Phosphorus.

Reading (21) assigns to both Hesperus and
Phosphorus the subject interpretation and results,
after contextualising the sentence by applying it
to the standard σ interpretation index, in the truth
conditions in (25), i.e. that Reza does not believe that the evening star is the morning star. This
6

The logic generates six different readings but the monad
we are using here has a commutative behaviour, so four of
these readings are pairwise equivalent.
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JbelieveK (JHesperusK ? λx. JPhosphorusK ? λy.η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(21)

JHesperusK ? λx. JbelieveK (JPhosphorusK ? λy.η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(22)

JPhosphorusK ? λx. JbelieveK (JHesperusK ? λy.η(JisK (y)(x)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(23)

JHesperusK ? λx. JPhosphorusK ? λy. JbelieveK (η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(24)

Figure 2: Non-equivalent readings for Reza doesn’t believe Hesperus is Phosphorus.
The verb punch is not a verb that can change
the interpretation perspective and therefore the potentially controversial name Spider-Man is interpreted in both instances using the speaker’s interpretation index. The result are unsatisfiable truth
conditions, as expected:

reading would not be contradictory in an epistemic
model (such as Reza’s model) where the evening
star and the morning star are not the same entity.
¬B(r)(esr = msr )

(25)

In the case of (22) and (23) we get a similar effect although here we mix the epistemic models,
and one of the referring expressions is interpreted
under the speaker perspective while the other is
again interpreted under Reza’s perspective. For
these two readings we obtain respectively the truth
conditions in (26) and (27).
¬B(r)(vσ = msr )

(26)

¬B(r)(vσ = esr )

(27)

punch(oσ )(ppσ ) ∧ ¬punch(oσ )(ppσ ) (30)
In contrast a verb like love is defined in our lexicon as possibly changing the interpretation perspective of its object to that of its subject. Therefore in the case of a sentence like (3), we expect one reading where the potentially contentious
name Spider-Man is interpreted according to the
subject of love, Mary Jane. This is in fact the result we obtain. Figure 3 reports the two readings
that our framework generates for (3).
Reading (31), corresponds to the non contradictory interpretation of sentence (3), where SpiderMan is interpreted according to Mary Jane’s perspective and therefore is assigned an entity different from Peter Parker:

Finally for (24) we get the contradictory reading
that Reza does not believe that Venus is Venus, as
both referring expressions are evaluated using the
speaker’s interpretation index.
¬B(r)(vσ = vσ )

(28)

The different contexts for the interpretation of
referring expressions are completely determined
by the order in which we evaluate monadic resources. This means that, just by looking at the
linear order of the lambda order, we can check
whether a referring expression is evaluated inside
the scope of a perspective changing operator such
as believe, or if it is interpreted using the standard
interpretation.
If we consider a case like sentence (2), we ought
to get only a contradictory reading as the statement
is intuitively contradictory. Our analysis produces
a single reading that indeed corresponds to a contradictory interpretation:

love(mjσ )(ppσ ) ∧ ¬love(mjσ )(smmj ) (33)
Reading (32) instead generates unsatisfiable truth
conditions, as Spider-Man is identified with Peter
Parker according to the speaker’s interpretation:
love(mjσ )(ppσ ) ∧ ¬love(mjσ )(ppσ )

Our last example, (4), repeated here as (35), is
particularly interesting as we are not aware of previous work that discusses this type of sentence.
The non-contradictory reading that this sentence
has seems to be connected specifically to two different interpretations of the same name, Jesus,
both under the syntactic scope of the modal believe.

JSpider-ManK ? λx. JSpider-ManK ?
λy.η(JbutK (JpunchK (JDr. OctopusK)(x))
(JnotK (JpunchK (JDr. OctopusK)(y))))

(34)

(29)

(35)
24

Reza doesn’t believe Jesus is Jesus.

JloveK (η(JPeter ParkerK))(JMary JaneK) ? λp. JloveK (JSpider-ManK)(JMary JaneK) ?
λq.η(JbutK (p)(JnotK (q)))

(31)

JloveK (η(JPeter ParkerK))(JMary JaneK) ? λp. JSpider-ManK ? λx. JloveK (η(x))(JMary JaneK) ?
λq.η(JbutK (p)(JnotK (q)))

(32)

Figure 3: Non-equivalent readings for Mary Jane loves Peter Parker but she doesn’t love Spider-Man.
JbelieveK (JJesusK ? λx. JJesusK ? λy.η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(36)

JJesusK ? λx. JJesusK ? λy. JbelieveK (η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(37)

JJesusK ? λx. JbelieveK (JJesusK ? λy.η(JisK (x)(y)))(JRezaK) ? λz.η(JnotK (z))

(38)

Figure 4: Non-equivalent readings for Reza doesn’t believe Jesus is Jesus.

4

Our system generates three non-equivalent readings, reported here in figure 4.7
Reading (36) and (37) corresponds to two contradictory readings of the sentence: in the first
case both instances of the name Jesus are interpreted from the subject perspective and therefore
attribute to Reza the non-belief in a tautology, similarly in the second case, even though in this case
the two names are interpreted from the perspective of the speaker. In contrast the reading in (38)
corresponds to the interpretation that assigns two
different referents to the two instances of the name
Jesus, producing the truth conditions in (39) which
are satisfiable in a suitable model.
¬B(r)(jσ = jr )

In this section we try to sketch how a traditional
approach to opaque contexts, such as one based
on a de dicto/de re ambiguity with respect to a
modal operator, would fare in the analysis of (4),
our most challenging example.
To try to explain the two readings in the context of a standard possible worlds semantics, we
could take (4) to be ambiguous with respect to a
de dicto/de re reading. In the case of the de dicto
reading (which corresponds to the non-satisfiable
reading) the two names are evaluated under the
scope of the doxastic operator believe, i.e. they
both refer to the same entity that is assigned to the
name Jesus in each accessible world. Clearly this
is always the case, and so (4) is not satisfiable. In
the case of the de re reading, we assume that the
two names are evaluated at different worlds that
assign different referents to the two names. One
of these two worlds will be the actual world and
the other one of the accesible worlds. The reading
is satisfiable if the doxastic modality links the actual world with one in which the name Jesus refers
to a different entity. Notice that for this analysis to
work we need to make two assumptions: 1. that
names behave as quantifiers with the property of
escaping modal contexts, 2. that names can be assigned different referents in different worlds, i.e.
we have to abandon the standard notion that names
are rigid designators (Kripke, 1972). In contrast,
in our approach we do not need to abandon the
idea of rigid designation for names (within each

(39)

The analysis of the Capgras example (5), repeated in (40), is equivalent; the non-contradictory
reading is shown in (41).
(40)

Kim doesn’t believe Sandy is Sandy.
¬B(k)(sσ = impk )

Comparison with traditional
approaches

(41)

We use impk as the speaker’s representation of
the “impostor” that Kim thinks has taken the place
of Sandy.
More generally, there are again three nonequivalent readings, including the one above,
which are just those in figure 4, with JJesusK replaced by JSandyK and JRezaK replaced by JKimK.
7

Again, there are six readings that correspond to different
proofs, but given the commutative behaviour of the Reader
monad, the fact that equality is commutative, and the fact that
we have in this case two identical lexical items, only three of
them are non-equivalent readings.
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sufficiently general.

agent’s model).
However, such an approach would present a
number of rather serious problems. The first is
connected with the assumption that names are
scopeless. This is a common hypothesis in natural
language semantics and indeed if we model names
as generalized quantifiers they can be proven to be
scopeless (Zimmermann, 1993). But this is problematic for our example. In fact we would predict
that both instances of the name Jesus escape the
scope of believe. The resulting reading would bind
the quantified individual to the interpretation of Jesus in the actual world. In this way we only capture the non-satisfiable reading. To save the scopal approach we would need to assume that names
in fact are sometimes interpreted in the scope of
modal operators.

5

Conclusion

We started by discussing a diverse collection of
expressions that share the common property of
showing nontrivial referential behaviours. We
have proposed a common analysis of all these
expressions in terms of a combination of different interpretation contexts. We have claimed that
the switch to a different interpretation context is
triggered by specific lexical items, such as modal
verbs but also verbs that express some kind of
mental attitude of the subject of the verb towards
its object. The context switch is not obligatory,
as witnessed by the multiple readings that the sentences discussed seem to have. We implemented
our analysis using monads. The main idea of
our formal implementation is that referring expressions that have a potential dependency from
an interpretation context can be implemented as
functions from interpretation indices to fully interpreted values. Similarly, the linguistic triggers
for context switch are implemented in the lexicon as functions that can modify the interpretation context of their arguments. Monads allow
us to freely combine these “lifted” meanings with
standard ones, avoiding in this way to generalize
our lexicon to the worst case. We have also seen
how more traditional approaches, while capable of
dealing with some of the examples we discuss, are
not capable of providing a generalised explanation
of the observed phenomena.

One way to do this would be to set up our semantic derivations so that they allow different scopal relations between quantifiers and other operators. The problem with this solution is that for sentences like (4) we generate twelve different derivations, some of which do not correspond to valid
readings of the sentence.
Even assuming that we find a satisfactory solution for these problems, the scopal approach cannot really capture the intuitions behind opacity in
all contexts. Consider again (4) and assume that
there are two views about Jesus: Jesus as a divine
being and Jesus as a human being. Assume that Jesus is a human being in the actual world and that
Reza is an atheist, then the only possible reading
is the non-satisfiable one, as the referent for Jesus
will be the same in the actual world and all accessible Reza-belief-worlds. The problem is that the
scopal approach assumes a single modal model,
while in this case it seems that there are two doxastic models, Reza’s model and the speaker’s model,
under discussion. In contrast, in our approach the
relevant part of Reza’s model is embedded inside
the speaker’s model and interpretation indices indicate which interpretation belongs to Reza and
which to the speaker.
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Finally an account of modality in terms of scopal properties is necessarily limited to cases in
which modal operators are present. While this
may be a valid position in the case of typical intensional verbs like seek or want, it would not be
clear how we could extend this approach to cases
like 3, as the verb love has no clear modal connotation. Thus, the scopal approach would not be
26
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